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Children with special needs, 
Older people,
Doctors,
Military operation participants,
Internally displaced people
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more than 

130
people

 



 

more than 

73
people
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«Special Children»
«Help-Me Room»
«Hand in hand»
 «Assistance to older people»
«Akunq»
«Artsakh»
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Provision of psychological assistance to refugees from
Artsakh.
Provision of psychological assistance to participants of
military operation.
300.000 AMD to «Sun children» center for child health and
development  within the framework of program «Present for
down syndrome day» (computer, printer-scanner).

180.000eAMD    to Maria Nalbandyan for buying
«Verticalizer».
154.000eAMD   for implementation of the program
«Motivational stand devoted to the deaf and deaf-blinded
celebrities» in the Yerevan educational complex for hearing
impaired children.

More than 1000–hour specialist work with children with special
needs, their parents and teaching staff (educational complex for
hearing impaired children; hematology center after professor R.
Yolyan).
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1.550.000 AMD
for the implementation
of the «Solar cave» in the Yerevan
educational center for hearing
impaired children.
     
850.000 AMD
for implementation of
the program «Pottery workshop» in
the Yerevan social organization «Step
up».
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220.000 AMD

«Safe Tavush»
Program for the
enhancing resilience and
progress of Tavush.
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211.910 AMD

«Older people in isolation» 
Social assistance
given to the older people
living alone during the
whole period of their
isolation.
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 246.570 AMD

«Nor Nork hospital»

Assistance given to
the «Nork» infection clinic
hospital during the period
of state of emergency.
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Frontline provision with all the necessary means (waterproof
capes, sleeping bags, blankets, bed linen).

Provision of psychological assistance to refugees from
Artsakh.
Provision of psychological assistance to participants of
military operation.
New year event for children.
Humanitarian assistance.
Food supply.

2.537.290 AMD

Assistance to internally displaced people (bomb shelter
furnishing, small and large household appliances, clothing,
creation of living conditions in the temporary
shelters for refugees).
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«Kind mirror» -mosaic
master class. 
«Apple pie day»․
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